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Highway Network Status
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Highway breakdown by China's classification
standards,2011
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The quality of Road Improved

As of the end of 2011, the 4.1 million km highways, including 474000 
km – or about 11.5% -- of expressway and classes 1 and 2  



Expressway Network Expanding
Length of expressway in China, 2006-2011
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The Length of expressway increased from 45300 km in 2006 to 
84900 in 2011, ranking second in the world; and approximately 

64000 km are classified as China’s National Expressway     



Goods Transported of Road

Road transport delivered around 28.1 billion metric tons of cargo 
in 2011, shouldering the majority share, 76.3%, of the total freight 
transport (road, rail, inland water) 



Overview of the Asian Highway Network (AH) within China

Length: 11000 km
5 main AH routes -- AH1, 
AH3, AH4, AH5, and AH6, 
70% 
7 subsidiary AH routes –
AH14, AH32, AH42, 
AH61, AH65, AH67, and 
AH68 , 30%. 

The layout scheme of AH within China
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Length by AH Classification Standards

The breakdown of AH in China, 2010

  the length of AH in China: 11293 km
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Initiatives to strengthen the operation management of AH in 2012

Placing AH route signs :
To establish a consistent AH routes sigh system for 
the convenience of transnational vehicles, China has 
enacted the Technical Requirements for AH Route 
Sign. 
Such synchronized signs have been gradually adopted 
by each province. For those AH routes where 
multilateral road transport agreements have already 
been signed, work for installing the signs is scheduled 
to complete by the end of this year. 
For routes with pending road transport agreements or 
those affected by future route adjustments, signage 
work will be completed before the new routes come 
into affect.

Strengthening the AH 
information management:

China has pledged to allocate dedicated funding to 
establish and maintain an AH information database, 
seeking to incorporate the collection and analysis of 
AH data as part of road maintenance. 

AH sighs on highways

AH sighs on expressways

Dimensions of AH sighs



Planning and development policy of China’s AH routes

1 Advance the development of National Expressway Network
About 85% of China’s AH routes have already been included in the National Expressway 

Network Plan. By 2015, China plans to upgrade 90% of the Class I and II roads along the  AH4, 
AH5, and AH6 routes within its border to the Primary Class.

2 Upgrading select national and provincial highways
By 2015, the percentage of Primary Class and Class I and II roads will significantly increase, 

and sub-Class III roads will be practically eliminated along the AH routes. In particular, Section 
G214 of the AH3 and Sections G323 and 326 of the AH14 have been prioritized for transformation 
projects.  Bottleneck sections will be upgraded as necessary in order to ensure the overall 
connectivity and efficiency of the road network.

3 Strengthen road infrastructure near border crossings
China has affirmed its support in strengthening road infrastructure near border crossings, 

developing international passageways, and improving the overall road quality in frontier areas. 



Progress on cross-boarder road transport facilitation

Initiatives in advancing cross-border transport facilitation:

◆Commitment to expand and bolster the international road transport network 

◆ Active participation in the drafting of the Intergovernmental Agreement on Dry 
Ports 

◆ Facilitation of bilateral and multilateral agreements

◆ Expansion of cross-border transport services

◆ Continued pursuit of international cooperation



Progress on cross-boarder road transport facilitation

Challenges for cross-border transport facilitation:

※Physical barriers
Delayed by unfair execution of customs inspection and clearance policies, as well as by 
intentional delaying of the visa application process for transportation personnel. 

※ Unresolved issues on transport rights
Transport rights on select cross-border routes remain pending, which have affected the 
progress of enacting bilateral or multilateral transport agreements.

※ Differences in standards, regulations, and management 
systems among countries
Differences in transport vehicle dimensions and load standards. 

Differences in customs’ regulations on transport technology and freight containers.   



Progress on cross-boarder road transport facilitation

Next Steps :  

First, China aims to strengthen its international communication and coordination efforts, with the 
aim  of bolstering a more cooperative cross-border transport environment and a more 
coordinated system platform.   

Second, China will continue its effort in harmonizing its standards, regulations, management systems, 
and infrastructure with international conventions.   

Lastly, China plans to expand its research effort on cross-border transport facilitation conventions, 
as well as strengthening the training programs for relevant personnel.   
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